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Thank you for your interest in Studio 120 Photography.  Our goal is to provide you with an amazing experience 
that includes a fun session, artfully edited images, high quality products, and 
top notch customer service.  And best of all, we do this at an affordable price!

My name is Sherry and the vision behind Studio 120 Photography is to reveal God’s qualities through his 
greatest creation – US!  I love photography, but more than that, I love what it 

represents!  To me, a photograph captures a memory that is meant to be cherished.  
It is a chance to grasp a moment in time and preserve it forever and it is a chance to showcase It is a chance to grasp a moment in time and preserve it forever and it is a chance to showcase 

how beautifully created we all are!
In Romans 1:20, the bible states "For since the creation of the world, God’s invisible qualities

—his eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, being 
understood from what has been made, so that people are without excuse.”

At Studio 120 Photography, we don’t take pictures, we create stunning portraits that are proudly displayed in your 
home.  We take care in each click of the shutter to consider composition, lighting, background, foreground 
and most importantly … working to make you look your best.  Optimizing the photo shoot environment and most importantly … working to make you look your best.  Optimizing the photo shoot environment 

is the first step to achieving the quality of a Studio 120 portrait.  But the real work begins in post process editing 
where each image is approached uniquely, utilizing tens of thousands of hours of experience to 

enhance color saturation, contrast, white balance, exposure, background and specialty 
actions that result in that stunning Studio 120 portrait style. 

Our clients mean the world to us.  Over the years, we have developed a proven process to capture 
unforgettable memories that you, your family and your friends can treasure forever.  

WWe strive to deliver an exceptional experience that you can be excited to repeat and share with your friends, 
a relationship that develops as your family grows. 

H E L L O   &   W E L C O M E





In theory you have 9 months warning that your family is growing so when should you 

book your newborn session?  When the pee stick is still wet! Just kidding! But the sooner

the better!  Clients who have booked their session always get priority for scheduling to ensure that 

the session can occur in those first weeks after babies arrival when they are still so

curly and sleepy!  Clients that wait until baby’s arrival to try and schedule a session

may be turned away!

TTo book the session, you just need to fill out a Client Contract form that includes a 

$50 deposit.  As your EDD (estimated due date) approaches, you will fill out a

Newborn Session Planning Questionaire to help firm up session colors and set designs!

P L A N N I N G   A H E A D



C H O O S I N G   Y O U R 
P A C K A G E 

There are five newborn packages available

so there is sure to be something in everyone’s

price range!  I believe so much in the importance

of capturing these images since their newborn

qualities are so fleeting and they change so

much and so fast in those first days and weeks! 

I want everyone to be able to aI want everyone to be able to afford a session!  I 

even offer a Payment Plan option if that would

help allow you to do a newborn session!

I offer simple sessions with just baby or

sessions that inlcude the whole family, 

even furbabies!  For some sessions, I even offer

the option to do the session in the convience

of your home otherwise sessions take place at of your home otherwise sessions take place at 

my studio in Ramona or at an outdoor location 

if you are looking for an outdoor session!

Sessions include a set number of included images

but you can always upgrade you package after

the session to include more images however, we 

can’t go back and take more so it is best to start 

with a package that will include the variety with a package that will include the variety 

that you want from the start!



B A B Y   O N L Y   S E S S I O N S



$275

P E T I T E   S E S S I O N

E S S E N T I A L S   S E S S I O N

* 1 hour photo session 

* 2+ looks/set ups (usually swaddled)

* images that are individually edited and enhanced

*Digital download of images via Dropbox

The Petite Session in done at the studio in Ramona, CA 

or Outdoor – weather permitting. This session is for baby only.

The Essentials Session in done at the studio in Ramona, CA 

or Outdoor – weather permitting or in clients home for a $100 travel fee. This session is for baby only.

$400

*1-2 hour photo session 

* 3+ looks/set ups 

* 10 images that are individually edited and enhanced

* Digital download of images via Dropbox



B A B Y   &  F A M I L Y   S E S S I O N S



$550

E S S E N T I A L S   P L U S

L U X E  S E S S I O N

* 3-4 hour photo session 

* 4+ looks/set ups including family or sibling poses

* 20 images that are individually edited and enhanced
* Discounted Moment in Time Mini Session 
(Can be used for a Maternity Session or 
any milestone session in baby’s first year.)

* The session fee is for an individual newborn and immediate family.  
*For a $100 travel fee, I can come to your home (within the greater San Diego area) for the session.  

Contact me for travel fees for outside the greater San Diego area.  
Please note that there are some space requirements that must be met in order to do the session in your home.  

$700

* 4 hour photo session (at studio location in Ramona, CA)

* 4+ looks/set ups including family or sibling poses

* 30 images that are individually edited and enhanced

* 90 day access to online viewing gallery

* Custom USB thumb drive and Box

* Discounted Moment in Time Mini Session (
Can be used for a Maternity Session or Can be used for a Maternity Session or 
any milestone session in baby’s first year.)

• Choice of Accordion Albums (Set of 3 - wallet size) 

OR Set of 25 Custom Birth Announcements



$750

L U X E   P L U S  S E S S I O N 

* 4 hour photo session 

* 4+ looks/set ups including family or sibling poses

* 40 images that are individually edited and enhanced

* 90 day access to online viewing gallery

* Custom USB thumb drive and Box

* Choice of an 8x8 Album OR Photo Locket
* Discounted Moment in* Discounted Moment in Time Mini Session 
(Can be used for a Maternity Session or 
any milestone session in baby’s first year.)

* The session fee is for an individual newborn and immediate family.  
*For a $100 travel fee, I can come to your home (within the greater San Diego area) for the session.  

Contact me for travel fees for outside the greater San Diego area.  
Please note that there are some space requirements that must be met in order to do the session in your home.  



$1400

W A T C H  M E  G R O W  C O L L E C T I O N

The Watch Me Grow Collection is a series of five sessions starting with a Maternity Session 
and concluding with a One Year Cake Smash Session!  
This is the perfect collection to capture of all your little one’s milestone moments 
during their first year of life! By purchasing this collection, 
you save $225 PLUS you get an album at the end of the series 

Package Includes:

*Moment in*Moment in Time Mini Maternity Session (on location or at studio)

*Essentials Plus Newborn Session  (studio or *client home)

*2 x Moment in Time Mini Sessions (at 3-4 mo. &  6-8 mo.) (studio only)

*One Year Cake Smash Session (studio or *client home)

*5x7 Album at the end of the series with a selection of images from each session.

*For a $100 travel fee (per session), I can come to your home (within the greater San Diego area) 
for the session.  Contact me for travel fees for outside the greater San Diego area.  

Please note that there are some space requirements that must be met in order to do the session in your home. 



Once baby has arrived and you let me know, we schedule the date and time of the session.  Ideally sessions

are done when they are between 7-18 days so it will be important that you contact me as soon as baby is born!

Depending on the package selected, sessions are between 1-4 hours.  Although this may seem long, it allows

ample time for feeding and soothing baby between set ups as needed.   I will do my best to work quickly and 

transition between set ups with little interuption but it should be noted that I can not guarantee

any pose or set up with babies!  Each one is unique in it’s temperment, sensitivity and flexibility and 

there are some poses that some babies just can not be posed into and I will never compromise the there are some poses that some babies just can not be posed into and I will never compromise the 

safety of the baby for the sake of a photograph.

After the session, the images from our time together are loaded into an online proofing gallery

and sent to you via email to make your selections (how many depends on which package you 

are have purchased).  You will have the option to upgrade your session at this time as well if there

are more images that you would like to purchase!  

Once I receive the selections, I individually hand edit each image and when finished,I provide them to you 

in an online gallery where you can download the images to your personal computer and you can in an online gallery where you can download the images to your personal computer and you can 

share them with friends and family and make prints and gifts! Images that are not selected for purchase are 

not included with your session.  I do not release un-edited images at any time.

Please note that I do offer a full selection of A la Carte products and prints as well if you would like to order

directly from my and the professial labs I work with!  

T H E   S E S S I O N 





Are you ready to move forward and get a session scheduled!

Contact me to be added to my calendar!

I look forward to the opportunity to work with you!

website:  www.studio120photography.com

email:  sherry@studio120photography.com

phone:  858.205.4538

IG:  wwIG:  www.instagram.com/studio120photography

FB:  www.facebook.com/studio120photography

T O  B O O K 


